Learning Collaborative Minutes April 30th– May 2009

Members: Anne Marie Candido, Lora Lennertz Jetton, Philip Jones, Necia Parker-Gibson

The group met on April 30th, May 7th, May 21st, and May 28th. At these meetings:

- We reviewed images for the first keyword video (4/30)
- Announced a new Quizdom release and determined that training with a Quizdom trainer would be scheduled between SLA and ALA (4/30)
- Reviewed a script for Advanced keyword searching (4/30 – 5/21)
- Reviewed survey comments on retrieving items on ILL and determining no editing was needed at this time (4/30)
- Reviewed survey comments on Course Reserves and determined no editing was needed at this time (5/21)
- Reviewed the survey comments on How to Read a Record for a Book and determined that no editing was needed at this time. Agreed that a new ending may be addressed when new call number guides were completed (5/28)
- Jetton reported that all videos (with the exception of Course Reserves and Read a Record) were updated with Closed Captioning (5/28)
- Scheduled Quizdom training for the library for the end of June
- Determined that we would request that the Reserve video be linked directly on the InfoLinks and web pages in lieu of going to the list of videos (5/28)
- Determined that 'Course Reserves' would be listed on the title of the reserves video to make it more visible (5/28)
- Two videos were suggested for development – How to Evaluate Web Sources (AMC) and Accessing materials for people with disabilities (NPG) (5/28)